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addresses them in the same manner as does her husband,
except her father-in-law, who she calls TCHINPA, and the
wife of her husband's brother, whom she calls by the same
term as her own sister. At the beginning of her married life
she is a newcomer and refrains from making intimate and
frequent contacts with her husband's relatives. She does not
even address her husband. There is in consequence no
special term used by them for one another. For instance
when she has prepared the dinner, she simply calls the whole
house as tagale, meaning all come here, This is the accepted
manner of annonymous address. When she wishes to refer
to her husband, a simple pronoun is enough. But when she
must address the relatives, she uses her husband's system of
terms. When a child is born to her, her contacts with her
husband's relatives increase on behalf of her child. She also
has the obligation to teach her child, who is constantly attached
to her. Kinship terminology is a part of this education. On
these occasions, when making inquiries for or about her child
and teaching her child to recognize relationships, she uses
the terms that should be used by her child. For instance, she
will call her father-in-law DJADJA the term for grandfather,
in this context. But this does not mean the abandonment of
the special term TCHINPA, which is used on other occasions.
In fact, she has a choice of her own special term, her husband's
term and her child's term, according to the context.
A man will call his wife's father as TCHINPA and mother
as tchinm. The term TCHINPA is also used for father's
sister's husband. Since it is also used by a daughter-in-law
to call her father-in-law, it indicates both types of cross-cousin
marriage—the up-hill type and the reverting type (III-8).
In practice the reverting type is not preferable. Therefore,
the identification of terms cannot be interpreted only by the
married system.
The other relatives of his wife will be addressed by the term
used by his wife or his children, according to the appropriate
contexts.
The number of terms actually used depends on the size of
the kinship groups. In the village, the size of the Chia is
small, therefore, the number cannot be large. Moreover, for
the child of a mother who had been married through the
institution of staasivt the entire group of mother-side relatives
may be eliminated*

